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 Some Are Beautiful.nRadical Freshn"Summer Wars"nBad Luck Change [Encore]nDevil May CrynWhere The Wild Things ArenBe The Best Every Day! [Karaoke]n"Birds Of Passage"nDark HillnA Miracle Of Soundn"LA/LA"nDeath Stranding [Variation V1.0]nLupin’s Vault (Slinker)n"MAGI"n"Highly Suspect"nWonderful KidsnEuphoria: nDreams Of
DragonsnFrozenn"PARAMOUR"nAsteroidn2: Late Bloomers [Encore]nDeath Stranding [Edit 1.0.1]n1. Field of the Invention The invention relates to an adaptive data transmission method and a data receiving device. 2. Description of the Related Art In the wireless communication environment, signal strength varies along with time due to fading, shadowing and the like. In an adaptive transmission
method (hereinafter, referred to as “adaptive modulation method”) that adaptively selects a modulation method in accordance with the level of the received signal, the modulation method is selected to be performed in accordance with the actual level of the received signal. Therefore, a high-quality communication line can be established even in a wireless communication environment. For example, JP
2006-334479 A describes a modulation method using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) that is one of the adaptive modulation methods. In JP 2006-334479 A, as a demodulation method for a signal received by a plurality of antennas, the maximum likelihood detection is used to demodulate the received signal. To perform the maximum likelihood detection, the signal received by

the plurality of antennas is provided to a received signal receiving unit by multiplexing the received signals by using a vector combining method. In general, in the adaptive modulation method, the received signal having a good quality level is set as a decision level. As a result, although a communication line having a good quality level is established, power is wasted. For example, even in a
communication line in which a high-quality modulation method is not selected, communication data is sent when a low-quality modulation method is selected and the high-quality modulation method is not selected. To cope with the problem, JP 2007-210811 A describes a method of setting the decision level to be a level that makes 82157476af
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